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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we showcase supercomputers’ capability of speeding up ImageNet training using thousands of processors. Our technical solution is based on the layer-wise adaptive rate scaling (LARS) algorithm. Using the Stampede2 supercomputer, we are able to reduce the 100-epoch AlexNet and ResNet-50 training on the ImageNet 1k-category (ImageNet-1k) dataset from hours to 11 minutes and 20 minutes, respectively. Our solution matches the state-of-the-art top-1 test accuracy in both cases. Particularly for ResNet-50, the top-1 test accuracy converges to the baseline of 74.9% at the 64th epoch, which is 14 minutes from the beginning. Compared to the baseline of a previous study from a group of Facebook researchers, our solution shows a higher top-1 test accuracy on batch sizes that are larger than 16k. The implementation is open source and has been released in the Intel distribution of Caffe v1.0.7.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Deep neural networks (DNN) are increasingly popular in both scientific research and industry. Traditionally, practitioners train models on one or multiple GPUs, and a single training process can take days to finish. For example, the 90-epoch ResNet-50 training on the ImageNet-1k dataset using a Nvidia M40 GPU takes 14 days. In particular, this DNN training process has $\sim 10^{18}$ single precision operations in total. On the other hand, the world’s current fastest supercomputer can finish $2 \times 10^{17}$ single precision operations per second. If the above training can make full use of the computing capability of the fastest supercomputer, it should be able to finish in five seconds.

Over the last two years, researchers have focused on closing this significant performance gap by scaling DNN training to larger numbers of processors. Most successful approaches to scaling ImageNet training have used the synchronous stochastic gradient descent (synchronous SGD). One of the challenges using synchronous SGD at scale is to maintain the machine efficiency, where it requires sufficient amount of work for each processor. Thus, the focus on scaling DNN training has translated into a focus on developing training algorithms that enable large batch size in data-parallel synchronous SGD without losing test accuracy over a fixed number of epochs.

As a result, we have seen the batch size and number of processors increase from 1k batch size on 128 processors [3] to 8k batch size on 256 processors [1] over the last two years. In collaboration with researchers at NVIDIA, we proposed LARS algorithm [6], which increased batch size further to 32k for some DNN models.

Following up on this work, we want to evaluate the effectiveness of the LARS algorithm on scales of thousands of processors and explore supercomputer’s capability in reducing DNN training time. In this paper we present the results of this investigation: we efficiently used 2,048 Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 processors to finish the 100-epoch AlexNet training in 11 minutes with 58.6% accuracy, and we used 2,048 Intel Xeon Phi 7250 processors to finish the 90-epoch ResNet-50 training in 20 minutes while converging to the state-of-the-art top-1 test accuracy of 74.9% from the 64th epoch, which is 14 minutes from the beginning. Furthermore, our solution shows test higher accuracy on batch sizes that are larger than 16k, compared to previous results from Facebook researchers. Our code has been released in the Intel distribution of Caffe v1.0.7.

2 STATE-OF-THE-ART RESULTS

For large batch DNN training, we need to ensure that the large batch achieves similar top-1 test accuracy with the small batch by running the same number of epochs. Here we fix the number
of epochs because: statistically, one epoch means the algorithm touches the entire dataset once; and computationally, fixing the number of epochs means fixing the total number of floating point operations. State-of-the-art approaches for large batch training include two techniques:

1. **Linear Scaling** [4]: As the batch size increases from \( B \) to \( kB \), the learning rate should increase from \( \eta \) to \( k\eta \).

2. **Warmup Scheme** [1]: With a large learning rate \( (\eta) \), the training process should start from a small \( \eta \) and increase it to the large \( \eta \) in the first few epochs.

By using these techniques, researchers can scale the batch size to 8K. Table 2 shows the state-of-the-art results for large batch training. Goyal et al. [1] finished the 90-epoch ResNet-50 training in 65 minutes on 256 P100 GPUs by using a batch size of 8k. However, we observe that state-of-the-art approaches can only scale batch size to 1k for AlexNet and 8k for ResNet-50. If we increase the batch size to 4k for AlexNet, we can only achieve a 53.1% top-1 test accuracy, which is a 4.9% loss to the baseline.

### Table 2: State-of-the-art Large Batch Size and Accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Small Batch / Accuracy</th>
<th>Large Batch / Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google [4]</td>
<td>AlexNet</td>
<td>128 / 57.7%</td>
<td>1k / 56.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon [5]</td>
<td>ResNet-152</td>
<td>256 / 77.8%</td>
<td>5k / 77.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook [1]</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>256 / 76.40%</td>
<td>8k / 76.26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3 LAYER-WISE ADAPTIVE RATE SCALING

To improve the accuracy for large batch training, a new rule of learning rate (LR) schedule was developed. As mentioned before, we use \( u = w = \eta \nabla w \) to update the weights. Each layer has its own weight \( w \) and gradient \( \nabla w \). Standard SGD algorithm uses the same LR \( (\eta) \) for all the layers. However, from our experiments, we observe that different layers may need different LRs. The reason is that the ratio between \( ||w||_2 \) and \( ||\nabla w||_2 \) varies significantly for different layers. From example, we observe that \( ||w||_2/||\nabla w||_2 \) is only 20 for the conv1.1 layer but 3,690 for the fc6.1 layer, as shown in Table 3.

To speedup the convergence, the users need to use a large LR for the fc6.1 layer. However, this large LR may lead to divergence in the conv1.1 layer. We think this is an important reason of the optimization difficulty in large batch training. Goyal et al [1] proposed the warmup scheme to solve this problem. The warmup scheme works well for ResNet-50 training (batch size \( \leq 8k \)). However, only using this recipe does not work for AlexNet with batch size \( > 1k \) and ResNet-50 with batch size \( > 8k \).

### Table 3: The Ratios between \(||w||_2\) and \(||\nabla w||_2\) on the fc6.1 and conv1.1 Layer of AlexNet

| Layers | \(||w||_2||\nabla w||_2\) | \(||w||_2||\nabla w||_2\) |
|--------|--------------------------|--------------------------|
| fc6.1  | 6.400 0.001734 3690      |
| conv1.1| 0.098 0.004909 20        |

The Layer-wise Adaptive Rate Scaling (LARS) scheme [6] was proposed to improve large-batch’s accuracy. The base LR rule is defined in Equation (1).

\[
\eta = l \times \gamma \times \frac{||w||_2}{||\nabla w||_2} \tag{1}
\]

\( l \) is the scaling factor, which we set as 0.001 for AlexNet and ResNet training. \( \gamma \) is a tuning parameter for users. Usually \( \gamma \) can be chosen by linear scaling. In this formulation, different layers can have different LRs. In practice, we add momentum (denoted as \( \mu \)) and weight decay (denoted as \( \beta \)) to SGD, and use the following sequence for LARS:

1. get the local LR for each learnable parameter by \( \alpha = l \times ||w||_2/(||w||_2 + \beta ||\nabla w||_2) \);
2. get the true LR for each layer by \( \eta = \gamma \times \alpha \);
3. update the gradients by \( \nabla w = \nabla w + \beta w \);
4. update acceleration term \( a = \mu a + \eta \nabla w \);
5. update the weights by \( w = w - a \).

### 4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We examine the effectiveness of our solution which is based on the LARS algorithm, the linear scaling technique, and the warmup scheme on the Stampede2 supercomputer. Enabled by the large batch size of 32k, the 100-epoch AlexNet training finished in 11 mins on 2,048 Intel Xeon Phi processors, and the 90-epoch ResNet-50 training finished in 20 mins on 2,048 Intel Platinum 8160 processors without losing top-1 test accuracy. Other evaluation results is presented in Table ref|tab:resnet50, pced costs.  
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